
Salamander Cookshop Newsletter August 2020 

Welcome to the latest Salamander Cookshop Newsletter. We hope you enjoy our monthly updates 

on new products; ideas for cooks and cooking; in store offers and special events. We also welcome 

any details about products you have liked and why, and even recipe ideas. 

Email office@salamandercookshop.com or follow us on Facebook or Instagram.   

August Opening Hours This month we are open 9.30am - 4.30pm Monday to Saturday and 

11.00am -2.00pm on Sunday. 

AMEX users 

We are participating in the American Express Shop Small initiative. Until 13 September 2020 

American Express are giving Card members £5 back when they spend £10 or more in participating 

small businesses. Valid once per location, up to 10 times. Get started by logging into your account 

and enrol, then shop with us and other small businesses in Wimborne. 

Zoom personal shopper 

We are introducing a virtual personal shopper service, trialling on Mondays and Fridays initially but 

also available other days on request. If you can’t get to the shop or are working at home just email 

us or phone and we will arrange a mutually convenient time for you to shop with one of our staff 

members as your guide and advisor. 

Special Offers this month 

  This month’s focus is summer eating and cooking so we have offers on all 

picnicware including the attractive Rio Corte range; Children’s products including 

aprons, cutlery sets, drinks bottles and more plus 4 for 3 on all individual glasses. 

Our 10% off all Wusthof Knives offer continues too as does our” Build your own 

Pan Set” with 50% off Stellar 7000 draining and Rocktanium Pans. 

 

New In... Making tea from loose leaf tea becomes ever more popular and we 

have two new products that will help make the perfect cup. First, the attractive 

glass Sage Smart Infuser kettle. This smart kettle lets you choose the right 

temperature for each type of tea and has a built in infuser that allows tea to 

steep for exactly the right amount of time. It is also a Smart Kettle with push 

button selection of the right temperature for your chosen tea or cafetiere coffee.  

Cuisinart have a more simple Smart kettle which allows you to select the right 

temperature for different tea types and cafetiere coffee. It is available in an attractive metallic 

colour as well as stainless steel and there is a matching toaster. Buy both and get 10% off.  

Setting the table  

We are extending our china to include Essence from Elia, a lovely warm, informal range featuring a 

relief of concentric circles with a cream coloured glaze. The softly rounded shapes give a relaxed café 

style, while deep-sided bowls are suited to virtually any world cuisine. The Essence range is fully 

vitrified, microwave and dishwasher proof, perfect for everyday use, with chip-resistant rolled edges 

on all plates. 
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We are able to support you with buying china in a range of designs and finishes so do get in touch – 

or use our virtual shopper service to have a look. 

To supplement our cutlery ranges we are introducing Zephyr which has a 

slim, gently curved design carefully crafted in 18/10 stainless steel and 

highly polished to a smooth mirror finish. This 

will co-ordinate with any dinnerware to create 

an attractive place-setting. To supplement our cutlery ranges we are 

introducing Zephyr which has a slim, gently curved design carefully crafted 

in 18/10 stainless steel and highly polished to a smooth mirror finish. This 

will co-ordinate with any dinnerware to create an attractive place-setting.  

  

The Which? “best buy” Fast and Furious blender from Sage (with their highest score of 90%) is 

normally £199 and we have two only at £149. 

Kitchen Aid Artisan Mixers remain in short supply but we have one 175 in the new 

colour pebble palm available to purchase. You can also place orders with us and 

they will arrive in store or be delivered to your home as soon as they arrive at our 

UK distributor. 

We have had a new delivery of Chilly’s bottles with some great new designs too. 

Back to school or off to University? 

As August progresses thoughts will move to back to school needs including lunch boxes, food flasks 

(a one person size mini flask with built in bowl and spoon which keeps food hot for up to 6 hours) 

and drinks bottles. 

We will soon be launching our annual “off to University” offers on a range of specially selected great 

value items with an extra 10% off when you buy 4 or more. 

Prize Draws 

The next prize draw, to take place on 30 September will be for a pair of Le Creuset salt and pepper 

mills. You can pick your colours from the ones in stock on collection. 

We thank you for your support of Salamander Cookshop which we hope has at least something for 

everyone who enjoys cooking, wants to cook more, wants to cook something different or knows 

someone who does. We aim to stock everything you need to help make your kitchen the heart of 

your home and will give you some great ideas for gifts too. If we don’t have something you are 

looking for, ask us – we may well be able to get it for you. Our products extend from good value and 

quality ranges perfect for everyday use to some of the best available for that longer-term 

investment. With the support of our suppliers we are competitive with major retailers. 

 

website: www.salamandercookshop.com  

email: office@salamandercookshop.com 

01202 840144 

also on facebook and instagram 
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